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IN SIGHT OF A BARN

EXT. A FIELD

A pleasant, relaxed-looking man is sitting on a wooden chair

next to another chair on his left. In the distance to his

left is a simple red barn.

Host has an old-fashioned voice, like an old radio host

trying to relax people at the end of a busy day.

HOST

Well, hello. Welcome to In Sight of

a Barn. Now, a lot of you seem to

be confused by the title. Some of

you seem to think the show is

called "Inside of a Barn". You see

how silly that is, don’t you? If we

were inside of the barn, we

wouldn’t be able to see it, now

would we?

It sure is a beautiful barn. Not mine, no. It belongs to my

neighbor. My property ends right here. But it sure is nice

to look at. Sure is.

First today is my mailman.

Mailman walks on in uniform. Quietly sits in empty chair and

folds his hand on his lap. Looks down at his hands. Doesn’t

look up at any time during their exchange.

HOST

Well, hello.

MAILMAN

Hello.

HOST

Hi there.

MAILMAN

Hi.

HOST

Doin’ alright?

MAILMAN

Mhm. You?

HOST

Me what?

(CONTINUED)
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MAILMAN

Doin’ alright?

HOST

Sure am.

MAILMAN

Mhm.

HOST

Okay.

Awkward pause with host smiling at mailman and mailman still

looking down at his hands.

HOST

Well, how about we take a look at

that barn?

Both turn to the barn.

HOST

Nice barn, isn’t it?

MAILMAN

Mhm.

HOST

What’s that?

MAILMAN

Nice barn.

HOST

Sure is.

MAILMAN

Red.

HOST

Nice red color. Just right.

MAILMAN

Yes. I...

(looks back down at his hands,

rubbing them together, very

sweaty)

HOST

You...?

(CONTINUED)
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MAILMAN

I like it.

HOST

Course you do, how could you not?

MAILMAN

It’s nice.

HOST

You can go now.

Mailman silently gets up and walks away, a little confused

about what direction he should walk in.

CUT TO video of mailman walking alone in seemingly endless

field.

CLOSE UP of mailman’s face shows he’s beginning to worry.

In the distance, the barking and howling of wild dogs,

screeching of strange birds, cries of unnatural beasts.

Drums.

Mailman begins to panic. Running now. Sound of heavy

breathing and hard steps. Animal sounds getting closer,

closer.

Shot of mailman collapsing and screaming as camera zooms in

on his terrified face.

CUT BACK TO SILENT STUDIO

Smiling host. Gives one last look

at the barn. Holds for a beat then

turns back, smiling into camera.

HOST

Well, well. Think that’s about all

the time we have today. Sure wish

we could stay here and look at that

barn all day. Oh well, there’s

always tomorrow. So long,

everybody.

BLACKOUT

__
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IS THAT A DINOSAUR?

INT. GAME SHOW STUDIO WITH JUNGLE PROPS AND SMOKE MACHINE

Picture of a dinosaur with a confused look on its face. Each

word of the title of the game show appears as it is shouted.

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)

And now it’s time to play...Is!

That! A! Dinosaur! The only game

where clinical depressives try to

answer the question...Is! That! A!

Dinosaur! Now here’s your host,

Paleontologist Dr. Marsha Stanton!

HOST

Hi everybody, that’s right, I am an

actual paleontologist and this is

part of a community service

sentence for dressing up like a

raptor and permanently frightening

a child. My only crime was trying

to make science fun. Okay, let’s

meet our contestants.

Cut to each contestant as host gives bio.

HOST

Eric Fisher is a clinical

depressive from Ohio.

Alyssa Shepard is a clinical

depressive from Ohio.

And Steven Florence is a clinical

depressive from, you guessed it,

New Jersey.

Back to host.

HOST

Okay Eric, let’s start with you.

Eric...is that a dinosaur?

Image shows a picture of a sneaker filled with glue.

Clock starts counting down from 20 seconds.

ERIC

You know, lately I’ve been going

for these walks that last forever.

I go into a sort of trance, you

know? One time I thought I saw a

(MORE)
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ERIC (cont’d)
ghost, but it turned out to be a

bunch of scary balloons.

HOST

Come on Eric, is that a dinosaur?

ERIC

No.

HOST

That is correct!

ERIC

It’s a sneaker.

HOST

Okay Eric, enough. You got the

points, so let’s move on to Alyssa.

Alyssa...is that a dinosaur?

Picture of a dinosaur.

ALYSSA

My husband was a good person. I

drove him away. One time I threw an

entire bicycle at his head. The TV

is never not on at my house, but I

can’t even see it because it’s

covered in pancakes. I’m such a

slob.

HOST

Alyssa...is that a dinosaur or not.

ALYSSA

Yeah, it’s a dinosaur.

HOST

That is correct!

ALYSSA

You probably just gave me an easy

one because you know about my

triangle-shaped brain.

HOST

Did not know that, and I’m legally

not allowed to say anything is sad,

so let’s just move on.

Okay, Steven...is that a dinosaur?

(CONTINUED)
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Picture of a canoe in a garbage can. It’s too big for the

garbage can so most of it is visible.

HOST

Well Steven, what do you think?

STEVEN

My dog doesn’t get me. Why should

he? He’s just a dog, not a

computer. He used to read to me all

the time, now it’s only like once

or twice a week.

HOST

Please Steven, just answer the

question!

STEVEN

No. That’s not a dinosaur.

HOST

Great. Correct.

STEVEN

How’d you get that picture of my

canoe?

HOST

Alrighty looks like all three of

you have won again! Your prize this

week is the same as last week, a

brand new robe!

Picture of drab-looking robes.

ALYSSA

Wait. Are those the same robes from

last week?

HOST

Well you never take them home, so,

you know, it’s your own damn fault.

But congratulations!

And thank you all for tuning in to

another... Please don’t tune in

next week. The ratings are so good

on this show and I don’t know why,

you’re sick people, but have mercy

and watch literally anything else

next week. Please!

BLACKOUT
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JUDGE ROY MOORE DOES SLAM POETRY

INT. CAFE OPEN MIC

MC is just coming on as last performer is leaves the stage.

MC

Wow, thank you so much Tayana. I

think that was the best poem about

how to say your name I’ve heard

since last week.

Okay everybody, our last performer

for the night is a special drop-in.

You may know him as the Alabama

judge that was sued by the ACLU for

bravely refusing to take The Ten

Commandments down from the wall of

his court and then wrote a poem

about it, or more likely, as the

guy from one of your unwell aunt’s

daily emails. It probably came in

somewhere between, "Insane Things

Trump Said That I Was Already

Thinking" and "I Just Remembered

President Barack Obama is Black".

Please welcome to the stage, Judge

Roy Moore!

JUDGE ROY MOORE walks onstage in judge’s robe and one of

those hats that make you want to punch the person wearing it

in the face.

JUDGE ROY MOORE

Thank you so much, Carol-Anne. I

think you run a wonderful poetry

slam, and I have been to a lot in

the past week. As you can imagine,

after writing that email, I got a

deluge of emails from fine, good

Christian people telling me,

amongst some rather shocking racial

epithets about our current

president, that they loved my

beautiful poems.

I’ve decided to give you all a

treat tonight and read, for the

first time ever, my new poem. I’m

going in a totally new direction

here. Instead of describing a

(MORE)
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JUDGE ROY MOORE (cont’d)
bizarre fever dream-like dystopia

that I actually believe is real,

I’ve decided to write about a more

pleasant subject: a flower.

So this is called, The Flower:

O little flower

Sitting in a field

Won’t tell me

What is on your mind?

Yes, replies the flower

I will gladly tell you

What is on my little mind

I am thinking about streets lined

with used condoms covered in slime

and grenades that babies think are

toys because the liberal media

killed Santa Claus for being too

nice and everything is on fire at

my house because I accidentally

thought my entire house was a grill

and I wanted hotdogs because I’m

hungry, hungry like the masses of

poor hoverboards that fill the city

dumpsters and Jesus is crying tears

of Gatorade that we can’t drink

because Barack Obama took away our

guns which are our mouths I think

because God made us that way so we

could shoot our food and eat it

better THAT is what is ON MY MIND

says the little flower!

I’m sorry ladies and gentlemen. I

just get so worked up about the

beauty of little flowers. Uh,

before I go, I’d like to just plug

my Snapchat @JudgeSlamMessiah, hope

you’re all feeling #blessed, please

give me back my judgeship or a book

deal, I’ll accept either one.

Peace! JK, Dooms Day is nigh!

Goodnight!

BLACKOUT

(CONTINUED)
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BUILD-A-BEAR HACKS

We open on a dingy workshop, maybe a small outdoor shed,

with random tools on a cracked brick wall.

Host is wearing a large, dirty apron and large safety

glasses. All around him are stuffed animal parts, paint

splatters, glue puddles, wires, tiny bones, etc.

As he describes each bear, he takes out a finished version

from under the desk.

Shots should cut awkwardly, like a public access show, but

using a control pad that the host can manually operate.

He is alone in his workshop.

HOST

Hi, my name is Jonathan Taylor

Thomas Jefferson, and I was

employed with Build-a-Bear for 14

years before I was asked to leave

because they felt I was at an age

that made children uncomfortable.

Well, their loss is your gain,

because now I am legally able to

let you in on all the secrets of

how to make your Build-a-Bear even

better. This is Build-a-Bear hacks!

Okay, first Build-a-Bear hack is

Snack Attack Bear.

(Host takes out a mangled

stuffed bear with

multi-colored stains and thick

white yogurt spilling out of

its stomach)

Snack Attack Bear or Snacky Jack is

a sneaky bear, because he’s hiding

all the pudding in his tummy. What

you do is you cut open the middle

part of your bear and stuff it full

of greek yogurt and skittles, and

pretzels if you’re on a diet. That

way when you’re kid’s playing with

their bear and they get hungry,

they can refuel while you sit in

your car and think about your

mistakes. Fun!

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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HOST (cont’d)

Second bear hack is Gun Bear.

(Host takes out stuffed bear

with gun protruding out of its

mouth)

There’s two fun ways of making this

bear. Either your take out all the

stuffing and hide a gun and about a

thousand dollars inside its head,

or you just take a gun and attack

the bear with it, but please, if

you do the latter, make sure there

are no children present who don’t

have safety goggles and ear muffs

on, because guns can be loud. Not

all of them, but they can get

there, so safety first.

Okay last bear is Mistake Bear.

(Host takes out a perfectly

normal and cute looking bear)

This is a great hack for a million

times more fun, and it won’t cost

you a penny. Just go up to a child,

give them this little friend and

shout "You’re a mistake! You’re an

abomination! Go back to Hell where

you came from!"

That’s all for today! Come back

next time for more Build-a-Bear

hacks! Next time I’ll teach you how

to make your bear pretend to drive

your car through a cemetery, it’s

going to be a lot fun, see you next

time!

BLACKOUT

__

CAMPAIGN AD FOR THE WRITE-IN PARTY

PEOPLE WATCHING TELEVISION, SHAKING THEIR HEADS IN

DISBELIEF, GESTURING TOWARD SCREEN IRRITABLY.

VOICE OVER

Did you watch the democrats debate

and think "These people can’t be

serious"? Did you watch the

Republicans’ debate and think, "Who

are these guys kidding"?

(CONTINUED)
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PEOPLE LOOK AT CAMERA AND NOD WITH A LOOK THAT SAYS, "PLEASE

HELP ME!"

VOICE OVER

Well so did we! Say hello to the

Write-In Party. The only political

party consisting of hundreds of

strangers that have no political

experience whatsoever.

CUT TO MAN IN TIME SQUARE IN STORM TROOPER COSTUME

STORM TROOPER

I don’t like career politicians, I

won’t eat at career restaurants,

and I will not pet a career cat.

SHOT OF STORM TROOPER CHASING AWAY A CAT

VOICE OVER

They’re as far out from Washington

insiders as you can get. One of

them actually lives in Antarctica,

and he’s not moving any time soon.

CUT TO BLIZZARD, MAN IN THICK FUR COAT

ARCTIC GUY

My wife is a yeti. Once I win, I’m

moving the White House to here, the

cold place. If Russia tries to

invade us, me and my army of Yeti

children will scare them away with

our scary teeth. Once they see them

teeth, they’re outta here for sure!

SHOT OF ARCTIC GUY KISSING YETI

VOICE OVER

They’re ready to shake up

Congress...literally!

CUT TO GUY IN GARAGE NEXT TO GIANT MACHINE

DR. EARTHQUAKE

Hi, my name is Dr. Earthquake. I am

not a doctor, but I do have a

machine that can make earthquakes

on purpose. If President, we will

have a lot of fun-in-the-sun. Let’s

face it, people love earthquakes,

and I’m the doctor of them!

(CONTINUED)
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SHOT OF DR. EARTHQUAKE TURNING ON MACHINE, GARAGE FALLING

APART

CUT TO GUY WITH SNAKE ON SHOULDERS IN FRONT OF BANNER THAT

SAYS "MY SNAKE: 2016"

VOICE OVER

This November, cast your vote for

politics as unusual, and we mean

unusual.

CUT TO A BUNCH OF WEIRDOS STANDING TOGETHER, NOT WANTING TO

TOUCH EACH OTHER

We’re the Write-In Party, and we

don’t have any business running for

President either, so why not?

BLACKOUT


